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A Welcome Initiative By a Group Member - Mike Lewino
Mike came up with the idea of establishing a Library for the U3A Nunawading Military History Group. With
the U3A Nunawading Management Team found some shelf space. Then calling upon the members for
contributions Mike now has approximately 150 plus military history publications available to members for
loan. Mike has cataloged all the publications which is available in the back storage area Classroom 5 and 6.
A special thanks to Mike and all book contributors

2014 Program for Term 2


24 Apr: Albert Isaacs. Radio Broadcast Stations of the Australian Defense
Forces World War II



1 May: Patrick Culshaw The Battle of
Trafalgar 1805



8 May : Harry Speers The Berlin
Airlift [tbc]

“Congratulations to U3A Nunawading’s Military History group on producing its first newsletter.



Rob Ellis, Reg Roberts, Guy Hull, Tony Tossel and Mel Green have created a very interesting and informative document that covers a wide range of military topics from the M777, the Army’s latest artillery piece to a
calendar of events at the Shrine of Remembrance for the coming months.

15 May: Mel Green The Walcheren
Campaign 1944



22 May: Guy Hull Bletchley Park and
the 'Enigma' Decoding



29 May: Rob Ellis either The Spanish-American War 1898



5 Jun: Lt Col. Ian Teague served in
Vietnam, (AATTVN), Malaya, Borneo &
Singapore; was seconded to the British
Army, served in Antarctica, and also
time with the Special Air Service.



12 & 19 Jun: Ian Taylor Hitler's
"Vengeance" weapons, and
some other desperate attempts to win
the War with advanced technology.



26 Jun: Kathleen & Bert Lopes: The
Crimean War

A Note Appearing in the Nunawading U3A Newsletter
“Military History Newsletter”

If you would like to read the Military History group’s newsletter, you will find it on the Newsletter
page of the U3A Nunawading website www.u3anunawading.com.au or by clicking here if you are
reading this online”.

The RAAF Celebrates with a Centenary of Military Aviation Airshow

The airshow marked the March 1st 1914 anniversary of Central Flying School Lt Eric Harrison’s flight from
Point Cook in a Bristol Boxkite, Australia’s first military aviation flight.
“As Air Force hosts the celebration of the centenary of Australia’s first military flight, we are also focused on
maintaining the traditions of service that have built the world’s second oldest air force, the Royal Australian
Air Force,” Chief of Air Force AIRMSHL Geoff Brown said. “Air Force has evolved so much in 100 years,
however we must continue to acknowledge the lessons of the past and remember those who came before
us.”
Examples of almost every RAAF aircraft fleet type were on display at the show, either in the air or on the
ground, including classic and Super Hornets, the C-17 Globemaster, E-7 Wedgetail, AP-3C Orion and KC30 MRTT. There will also be a range of visiting warbirds in the air and on the ground and RAAF Museum
aircraft on static display.

Program may be subject to changes
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Australia’s First Tank—The Sentinel
The Sentinel tank was an Infantry designed in Australia in WW11 in response to the war in Europe, and to the threat of Japan expanding the war
to the Pacific or even a feared Japanese invasion of Australia. It was the first
tank to be built with a hull cast as a single piece, and the only tank to be
produced in quantity in Australia. The few Sentinels that were built never
saw action as ’s had been equipped by that time with British and American tanks.
Due to a lack of home grown experience in tank design a mission was sent
to the US to examine the M3 design and Colonel W.D. Watson MC, an artillery officer with many years tank design experience was provided by the UK.
He arrived in December 1940.
The Australian Cruiser tank Mark 1 (AC1) was designated "Sentinel" in
February 1942. Fabrication was by Sydney's Chullora Railway Yard with
serial production vehicles emerging in August 1942, the premises also being
used as a testing ground. The design used existing parts where available
from other tank designs, simplified where necessary to match the machining
capacity present in Australia. The hull was cast as a single piece,
as was the turret; a technique not used on the hull of any other tanks of the
era. The original vehicle was designed to mount a QF (Quick Firing) 2 pdr this was later changed to a QF 6 pdr (57 mm, 2.25 in). However none of these
were available and the first 65 tanks were built with the 2 pounder. Two Vickers machine guns were carried as secondary armament, one in the hull and a
second mounted coaxially beside the main gun. The preferred engines suitable to power a 28 tonne tank, a Pratt & Whitney Wasp single row petrol radial,
or a Guibertson diesel radial, were not available within Australia, so the Sentinel was powered by the combined output of three Cadillac 346 in³
(5.7 L) V8 petrol car engines installed in clover-leaf configuration (two engines side-by-side to the front and a single to the rear: all three feeding a common gearbox). Sixty-five production vehicles had been completed by June 1943.
The Sentinel was to be succeeded by the AC3, a much improved design with better armour protection, and most importantly increased firepower. The
next step up in firepower available in Australia was the 25 Pounder (87.6 mm, 3.45 in) gun- howitzer. This was quickly redesigned as a tank gun, work
that would later prove useful for the design of the Short 25 Pounder. Mounted in a fully traversable turret larger than that of the AC1 but using the same
54 inch (1372 mm) turret ring, it was slightly cramped for the turret crew but gave the AC3 both armour piercing capability as well as an effective high
explosive round. The hull machine gun and gunner were removed from the design to make room for stowage of the larger 25 pounder ammunition. Powered by the same three Cadillac V8 engines as the AC1, they were now mounted radially on a common crank case and geared together to form the
"Perrier-Cadillac", a single 17.1 L, 24 cylinder engine, very similar in some respects to the later A57 Multi Bank used in some variants of the US M3 and
M4 tanks. One pilot model AC3 had been completed and work had started on producing 25 tanks for trials when the program was terminated.
In an effort to further improve the firepower of the Australian produced tanks, a turret was developed and mounted on one of the earlier development
vehicles to assess the vehicle's ability to mount the foremost Allied anti-tank gun of the day – the British 17 Pounder (76 mm, 3 in). This was achieved by
mounting two 25 pounder gun-howitzers which when fired together would significantly exceed the recoil of a 17 pounder. It was later fitted with a 17
pounder and after successful gunnery trials the 17
pounder was selected for the AC4 design. For the
AC4 the 17 pounder was to be mounted in a new and
larger turret, attached by a 70 inch (1778 mm) diameter turret ring, the space for which was accommodated
by changes to the upper hull permitted by the compact
nature of the "Perrier-Cadillac".

The AC1 Sentinel tank at the RAAC Tank Museum
Pukapunyal

The completed Sentinel tanks were used for evaluation purposes only and were not issued to operational
armoured units. The Australian Cruiser tank programme was terminated in July 1943 believing it better
for Australia to put the effort spent on the AC tanks
towards building her own railway locomotives and
supporting the large number of US tanks due to arrive.
The tanks that had been produced were placed in
storage until the end of the war. In 1943 the 3rd Tank
Battalion was equipped with a squadron of AC1 tanks
which had been modified to resemble German tanks.
These tanks were used in the filming of the
movie “The Rats of Tobruk”. This appears to have
been the only time a squadron of Sentinels was used
for any purpose.
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Our New Maritime Surveillance Aircraft
We have all been glued to our TV’s and radios following the drama surrounding the fate of the
Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 777 which has been lost over the Indian Ocean, some 2500 Nm
off the WA Coast. Amongst the aircraft searching for MH370 was a US Navy Poseidon P-8A
working with our RAAF AP-3C Orion’s as well as aircraft from China, NZ and Japan.
Australia’s Orion fleet of 18 aircraft now over 30 years old is to be replaced by 8 Poseidon's. The
first aircraft will be delivered in 2017, with all eight
aircraft fully operational by 2021. The acquisition of
the eight P-8A aircraft will cost approximately $4 billion, including support facilities. Together with highaltitude unmanned aerial vehicles these new assets
will significantly improve our overall maritime capability.
The P-8A has an unrefueled range of over 4,000 nautical miles (7,500 kilometers) or the ability to remain on
station conducting low-level Anti Submarine Warfare
30 Year Old Orion AP-3C
(ASW) missions for over four hours at a range of
more than 1,200 nautical miles (2,200 km) from base. These aircraft can also be refueled in
flight, from the boom of tanker aircraft such as the KC-30A, pushing its endurance out to over 20
hours, making it possible to patrol Australia’s isolated Southern Ocean territories up to Antarctica.
In addition to patrolling Australia’s maritime approaches and supporting coalition operations in
the Pacific Ocean, the Australian Poseidons will be tasked to conduct search and rescue; antisubmarine and maritime strike missions using torpedoes and Harpoon missiles. Australia also
need real-time surveillance in the vast sea areas north east of Australia, all the way to Sri-Lanka,
to help find asylum seeker vessels on their way to Australia. On such non-military missions the
Poseidon will work closely with
the Australian Customs and
Border Protection Service
(ACBPS) aviation fleet, to secure
ocean resources, including offshore energy resources off
northern Australia.

RAAF members display the current range
of uniforms, including the newly launched
General Purpose Uniform.
Air Force has launched the General Purpose Uniform
(GPU) at the Centenary of Military Aviation air show at
RAAF Williams - Point Cook
The dark blue and metal grey uniform was officially
launched by Chief of Air Force, Air Marshal (AIRMSHL)
Geoff Brown, AO, who said Point Cook, the historical
birthplace of the RAAF, was a fitting location to launch
the new GPU.
"The purpose of the GPU is to provide a unique and
easily identifiable Air Force presence to the Australian
Defence and civilian communities, consistent with the
Air Force’s distinctive identity and still effective in meeting our service requirements," AIRMSHL Brown said.
"The GPU will begin from today to replace the current
camouflage uniform, also worn by Army, for general
base duties and in non-warlike environments such
as humanitarian tasks and Defence assistance to the
civil community."

The new RAAF Poseidon P-8A Maritime Patrol Aircraft

The Canberra Class Amphibious Assault Ship (LHD) Arrives in Australia
An exciting milestone was realised when the first Landing Helicopter Dock (LHD) ship currently being built for Defence, entered Sydney Harbour for the
first time. The largest ships ever built for the Royal Australian Navy, the LHDs are being built as a collaboration between Navantia and BAE Systems Maritime.
Construction of the hull to the level of the flight deck, including the majority of fitting out will be undertaken at Navantia's Ferrol-Fene shipyard in northwest Spain. The hull will then be shipped to BAES' Williamstown shipyard in Victoria for the installation of the island structure. The island modules will
be constructed at a number of sites around Australian before being moved to Williamstown for final installation on the flight deck.
The ship's roles are to embark, transport and deploy an embarked force (Army in the case of the ADF but could equally be an allied Army or Marines),
along with their equipment and aviation units, and carry out military or support humanitarian missions.
The first LHD, named HMAS Canberra, is due to be commissioned in the first quarter of 2014 and the second ship, HMAS Adelaide, 2015.

The Wipers Times: the funny side of World War I
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The Shrine of Remembrance Events

A spoof advert titled 'Are You A Victim Of Optimism?' is a typical example of
the magazine's gallows humour. It was produced in July 1916 in response to
the Battle of the Somme, where 19,240 men from the Commonwealth died in
the first day of fighting.

G ALLIPOLI : W HO D O Y OU T HINK Y OU A RE ?
Tuesday 8 April, 12:30pm
The Gallipoli story, especially as it is widely understood, is riddled with
paradoxes and misconceptions. In this talk, Ashley Ekins will bring fresh
findings and some revealing observations to these important issues.
A USTRALIAN H EROINES OF W ORLD W AR O NE
Tuesday 15 April, 12:30pm
Join us for this compelling lecture recounting the lives of eight remarkable nurses whose resilience, courage and skill took themfrom Australia
to Gallipoli, Lemnos and the Western Front
B ROKEN N ATION
Wednesday 30 April, 12:30pm
Join Joan Beaumont, internationally recognised historian and author of
Broken Nation, as she brings the First World War years to life.
O VER A C ENTURY OF C UPPAS : S ALVATION A RMY M USEUM
Tuesday 13 May, 12:30pm
FRIENDS TOUR : HMAS C
Opened to the public on rare occasions, this special guided tour by curator and historian Lindsay Cox, demonstrates the rich history of the Salvation Army since the Boer War.
ERBERUS MUSEUM
Thursday 15 May, 8:45am
REGIONAL LECTURE WAR
Join curator of the HMAS Cerberus Museum, Toni Munday for a special guided tour of some of the Naval Heritage Collection’s most significant artefacts.
RAGUL: F INDING L OST D IGGERS : F ROMELLES 1916
Join Tim Whitford for this Regional Lecture at the Warragul RSL.

WW11 Cartoon - Bluey and Curley

The first strip Bluey and Curley strip appeared soon after the start of World War II. It featured two Australian soldiers, Bluey (who had served in the
First AIF), and Curley, a new recruit.
By the end of the war, they had served in every Australian campaign — in North Africa, in the Middle East, in New Guinea, in Northern Australia,
and in the Pacific Islands — and, once the war was over, they even went to London and took part in the 1946 Victory Parade

